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Foreword 
‘fhis special issue of TCS on deductive database theory is the result of a 1989 
workshop held at the Moulin de Montjouvin in Jlliers-Combray, France (this is 
close to Chartres). This nice place discovered by Maurice Nivat and familiar to 
Marcel Proust was very inspiring for the French database theory research community. 
The workshop was sponsored by the “Programme de Recherche Coordonnees” on 
Data Bases (formally BD3). After the workshop. each speaker was invited to write 
a paper for this special issue of TCS. After intensive editing, we reached a final 
version which is this current volume. Most of the papers are devoted to the 
understanding of negation, updates and incomplete information in deductive 
databases. Only the paper by Bruno Courcelle focuses on recursive query processing. 
It introduces an interesting model based on context-free graph grammars. 
The first paper by Nicole Bidoit presents a survey of different approaches proposed 
in the literature to integrate negation in rule languages. The next paper by Nicole 
Bidoit and Christine Froidevaux investigates the use of default logic to define the 
semantics of nonstsatifiable programs. Then, Veronique Royer addresses the problem 
of incomplete information in deductive databases using a preference technique. 
Further, Serge Abiteboul and Eric Simon extend the DATALOG rule language with 
negation in the head of rules. This yields a nondeterministic language; conditions 
for certain kinds of partial determinism are studied. The next paper by Serge 
Abiteboul, Paris Kanellakis and Gasta Grahne studies the complexity of querying 
incomplete informathn databases interpreted as sets of possible worlds. The paper 
of Jean-Paul Delahaye and Veronique Thibau proposes a three-valued logic 
approach for logic programs with negation and incomplete information. Finally, 
the paper of Robert Demolombe presents an efficient strategy to answer queries in 
a deductive database with nonHorn clauses. 
We hope that the reading of this collection of papers will clarify the use of 
negation in logic programs for deductive databases with incomplete information 
and, more generally, contribute to the good crossfertilization of theory and databases. 
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